
DEVELOPING THESIS QUESTION

Your thesis statement should tell your reader what the paper is about and also Your thesis statement is no exception to
your writing: it needs to be as clear as.

Acknowledgments Advisor s and anyone who helped you: technically including materials, supplies financially
for example, departmental support, travel grants References cite all ideas, concepts, text, data that are not your
own if you make a statement, back it up with your own data or a reference all references cited in the text must
be listed cite single-author references by the surname of the author followed by date of the publication in
parenthesis Once you have a working thesis, you should think about what might be said against it. It should
present the topic of your paper and also make a comment about your position in relation to the topic. Although
this is not required in all academic essays, it is a good rule of thumb. Methods What belongs in the "methods"
section of a scientific paper? These patterns or data may then lead you to some conclusions about your topic
and suggest that you can successfully argue for one idea better than another. First, it allows the reader to get
excited about what, specifically, is coming their way. First, it fails to take a stand. As you consider your
evidence, you may notice patterns emerging, data repeated in more than one source, or facts that favor one
view more than another. The new information is that drive-in movies were forerunners of later developments
and that they had an impact on our culture. These topics may lead to a thesis that is either dry fact or a weird
claim that cannot be supported. Write up a preliminary version of the background section first. This final
thesis presents a way of interpreting evidence that illuminates the significance of the question. Could
redundant data ink be eliminated? As you think and write about your topic, you can restrict, clarify, and refine
your argument, crafting your thesis statement to reflect your thinking. Break up the introduction section into
logical segments by using subheads. It should cite those who had the idea or ideas first, and should also cite
those who have done the most recent and relevant work. While Dukakis' "soft-on-crime" image hurt his
chances in the election, his failure to campaign vigorously after the Democratic National Convention bore a
greater responsibility for his defeat. After reading your thesis statement, the reader should think, "This essay is
going to try to convince me of something. Expand all. Discussion Sections Quarantine your observations from
your interpretations. If you're about to write several paragraphs or pages about a topic make sure you can
confidently defend every point you make. Combine 2 sentences and use a semicolon instead of a period the
two sentences must be related to one another Sentence; Sentence Example: I agree with Stephen King that
horror movies are popular; I disagree that people who watch them will be less violent. Identify a topic Your
topic is the subject about which you will write.


